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Reproducibility issue
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Is there a reproducibility crisis? 

•In  field of biology, 76% have failed to 
replicate another scientists experiments

•In field of biology, 60%  failed to 
replicate their own experiments. 

Baker et al 2016 NatureBaker, Monya. "1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility." (Nature 2016).

Don't know

No,  there is 
no crisis

Yes, a slight 
crisis

Yes, a 
significant 

crisis 

RESEARCHERS SURVEYED 
(N=1,576)

https://www.nature.com/polopoly_fs/1.19970!/menu/main/topColumns/topLeftColumn/pdf/533452a.pdf


Pre-clinical reproducibility issues

Findings confirmed in only 6 
out of 53 studies (11%)

Findings confirmed in only 14 
out of 67 studies (21%)

Prinz et al (2011) Nature Reviews Drug Discovery
Begley & Ellis (2008) Nature

Findings confirmed in 46% studies
ES:  85% smaller

Errington et al 
Elife 10 (2021): e71601.

Begley and Ellis 
Nature 483.7391 (2012): 531-533.

Prinz et al Nature 
reviews Drug 

discovery 10.9 (2011): 
712-712.

AmgenBayer

https://www.nature.com/articles/483531a
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrd3439-c1
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrd3439-c1
https://www.nature.com/articles/483531a


Multi-faceted

Analysis

ConclusionDesign

Reporting



What is 

standardisation? 
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Scientific inference: requires simplification

Controls

Treated 

Pool of animals of 
one sex randomise

Measure 

analyse

Generalise 

Isolating cause and effect - Feasible testing space



Research objective:  isolate cause and effect

9

Have high Internal validity when we 
are confident that no other 

explanation for the observed effect 

If there are systematic differences 
which  correlate with the outcome 

variable then we cannot disentangle 
the intervention effect from the 

second systematic differences and 
the experiment is confounded. 

Statistical tests are used to  understanding 
sources of variation and assess whether effect 

is a significant difference. 



Many potential sources of variation that can alter the response

Experiment Environment Animal People

Treatment
Dose level
Time
Shelf life
Instrument 
calibration
Sampling

Temperature
Noise
Light
Smell
Cage Size
Bedding
Enrichment 
activity
No. of animals
Diet 
Handling

Species
Strain
Sex
Batch
Age
Weight
Health status

Technician
Surgeon
Researcher



Experimental strategies to manage variation
Strategy 1:  Factor of interest

• Planned systematic variation 

• Will be compared to noise (chance-like variability) 

Risk:  Confounding  (unplanned, systematic variation)

Strategy 2:   Control  ( aka  standardise)

• removes variation from potential confounders

Strategy 3: Randomizing:  converts into chance-like variability

Strategy 4:  Block

• converts into planned, systematic variability.

• Within the block standardise vary between block

• Source of noise you want to account for to increase generalisability but  maintain 
sensitivity



In-vivo research has a strong push to minimise N

https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/the-3rs

• 3Rs  - guiding principles for ethical use of animals in testing
• Replacement, Reduction, and Refinement



Why the push to standardise?

•  Simple strategy to manage potential confounders

• If you lower variability then you will increase sensitivity

• stat test:   signal/variability

But limited generalisability
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Sketch courtesy of Bartosz BajerInternal Validity

External Validity

Ability to generalise

Ability to isolate cause 
and effect 



Phenotypic plasiticity
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Context dependent outcome

• Phenotypic plasticity: Living organisms are highly responsive to the environment with 
phenotypic changes with both long- and short-term duration.  This is adaption and is 
ensure optimal fit and an essential component for survival.

• The direction and magnitude of a treatment effect depends not only on the nature, 
duration, and intensity of the treatment, but also on the animals/cells current 
phenotype and the experimental context

Image: Quinn Dombrowski from Berkeley, USA

https://www.flickr.com/people/53326337@N00


Aligned to pivotal 1999 Crabbe et al study 

• 3 laboratories

• 6 strains

• 6 behavioural screens

• Extensive standardisation of 
environment

• 8 independent outcomes 

Crabbe et al Science 1999

Standardisation fallacy
There is no pure treatment effect
With every additional variable that is standardised the testing 
space (inference space) narrows
Biological variation is norm – therefore treatment effect can 
only be meaningful interpreted relative to biological variation

Lab

Portland

Edmonton

AlbanyTime in 
open 
arms

Genotype Site 
 

Sex Genotype*Sex Genotype*Site

8/8 6/8 3/8 2/8 5/8



Simplification leads to irreproducible, unrepresentative research

17

Much of preclinical science is 
analogous to testing clones of the 
same middle-aged white American, 
who lives in the suburbs, doesn’t 
smoke or drink and goes to the gym 
3 times a week.



Sex as a biological 

variable
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Sex matters clinically 

Symptoms ProgressionPrevalence Side Effects

COVID-19    [Bwire 2020; Doerre & Doblhammer 2022]

• Prevalence higher in  but higher morbidity and mortality in 
• Biological differences ? 

• Higher expression ACE 2 receptor for coronavirus in 
• Immunological differences driven by sex hormone and X chromosome

• Gender differences
•  - more contacts,  work in care roles
•   higher rates of smoking and drinking
•  Lower uptake of preventative measures 



Embedded neglect of  sex within preclinical research

• Reporting:

• In vivo: Sex not specified – 22% did not specify Yoon et al 2014

• In vitro: 75% did not report the sex Shah 2014

• Experimental design:

• In vivo:  comparison across 9 fields of biology, 2009 to 2019 Beery 2020

• Inclusion increased: 28 to 49%;   6/9  fields significant improvement.

• In vitro: 69 -80% male only Taylor 2011, Shah 2014 

• Analysis (In vivo):

• When both sexes (N=356), only 42%  sex-based analysis Beery 2020

• Those reporting sex differences:  1/3 did not test  statistically     

   Garcia-Sifuentes & Maney 2021  

Take home:  Two problems – including both sexes and appropriate analysis
20



International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium 

• 10 institutes
• 14,250 wildtype mice  
• 40,192 mutant mice 
• 2186 mutant lines
• up to 234 traits. 



Sex matters

Categorical
N=545

Continuous
N=903 Karp et al 2017  Nature Communications

Categorical
 

No ds = 266,952
No ds sig = 1,220

Continuous

No ds = 110, 586
No ds sig = 7 929

In control data As a modifier of treatment effect? 



Emerging evidence that our knowledge base is biased 

Mogil (2020) Nature Reviews Neuroscience

Pain processing

 N=127

27.6% female only

72.4% male only



Sex matters but it isn’t perceived as a doable problem

Sociological exploration

• Generalizability   Important to embrace 
variation to understand biological 
differences

• Avoiding complexity  To make progress 
in science reduce complexity

• Practicality Tension between the above. 
Impractical

UK MRC survey

95% researchers saw benefit

• Translatability

• Reproducibility

• Detecting sex specific effects

But  there were barriers/concerns 

• Cost of experiments 

• Complexity of research design

• Compliance with 3Rs

www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/MRC-090322-
SexInExperimentalDesign-SummaryReport.pdf

Gompers, Annika.  Genderscilab, 2018. 
www.genderscilab.org/blog/three-years-in-sex-as-a-
biological-variable-policy-in-practice-and-an-
invitation-to-collaborate

http://www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/MRC-090322-SexInExperimentalDesign-SummaryReport.pdf
http://www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/MRC-090322-SexInExperimentalDesign-SummaryReport.pdf
http://www.genderscilab.org/blog/three-years-in-sex-as-a-biological-variable-policy-in-practice-and-an-invitation-to-collaborate
http://www.genderscilab.org/blog/three-years-in-sex-as-a-biological-variable-policy-in-practice-and-an-invitation-to-collaborate
http://www.genderscilab.org/blog/three-years-in-sex-as-a-biological-variable-policy-in-practice-and-an-invitation-to-collaborate


Lewin’s Force field analysis 

Forces for change Forces against change

1                 2      3            44                3   2    1

Status 
Quo Male mouse aggression 

Exp harder: take longer  

3R – belief:  double animal use

 health

Journal

Culture: good scientific practice

Funders 

R. Crisis

Institutes culture

Ethical boards

Females are more variable

Analysis complexity

Practicalities  
Belief value  



Misconception: hormonal cycles: females more variable

Rats   Becker 2016 BSD

“Female rats were not more variable at 
any stage of the estrous cycle than male 
rats.”

Mice   Prendergast 2014 NNBR

• meta-analysis  293 published articles

• behavioral, physiological, 
morphological, and molecular traits

• CV distribution = no differences

• At trait level – for three types of traits 
males were more variable than females

“Randomly cycling female mice were 
no more variable than males on any 
trait.”



Inclusion isn’t at odds with the 3R mindset

• Breeding – produces both males and female animals

• Research suggest that could be an overproduction of 25 million or more mice and rats 
worldwide (Nunamaker &  Turner 2023.)

• Reduction in N across experiments – more efficient to include both sexes

https://www.nc3rs.org.uk/the-3rs



Misconception: It will DOUBLE my animal usage

“Keep doing what you are already doing but change half the animals 
in your study to female” 
     McCarthy 2015 Schizophrenia Bulletin

Evidence:
• Statistical simulations show that scientists need not increase overall sample size by default when 

including both sexes in in vivo studies  (Phillips PLoS Biology 2023) 
• Inclusion of females does not increase variability in rodent research studies (Beery Curr Opin Behav Science 2018)
• Benefits of a factorial design focusing on inclusion of female and male animals in one experiment (Buch Journal 

of Molecular Medicine 2019)



Moving from complete randomised to factorial design

Pool male 
animals

control intervention

outcome ~ treatment

 

  

control intervention

X  pool

X disaggregate 

 factorial analysis

outcome ~ treatment + sex + treatment*sex

Pool animals of 
one sex

Pool female 
animals



Fear of  change 

• Lack of data regarding sex differences does not indicate there are none

• The goal isn’t to identify sex differences but to estimate generalisable effects and be 
able to detect very large differences when they do occur

• Unfortunately, it carries lots of risk. 

• “ To change is difficult.  Not to change is fatal”     William Pollard

“To date, sex hasn’t explained 
variation in my model”

“My prior work has only considered in 
one sex”



Body Year 

NIH 2016 – required incorporation both in vivo and in vitro

Canadian Institute of 
Health Research 

2010 – questions  in grant application

Irish Research Council 2013 – questions in grant application

European Commission 2020 – required incorporation both in vivo and in vitro

MRC 2022 – inclusion of both sexes the default for in vivo and in vitro

CRUK 2023 – inclusion of both sexes the default for animal, tissues or cells 

Funding bodies are driving change

• Movement from recommending to a requirement with active questions in funding process

• WT funded: MESSAGE (Medical Science Sex and Gender Equity) project

– Co-develop a sex and gender policy framework for funders and regulators in the UK

Take home:  Expectations are changing. Sex-inclusive designs are becoming the default.
31



Expectation?  

Requirement

• Specify the sex for human or animal 
tissues and cells used in experiments

• Inclusion of both sexes as default for 
studies involving animals and human 
and animal tissues and cells

• Justification for exclusion

• Analysis should account for sex

Vision 

• Not to study sex differences but rather 
estimate a generalisable effect

• Experiments are powered to detect the 
effect of interest across the two sexes

• If the effect is very different between the 
sexes then this will become apparent

Take home:  Goal of sex inclusive research is to estimate an effect that represents both sexes.
32



Exception? 

• Where sex cannot be determined

• Pure molecular studies such as P-P interactions

• Sex-specific conditions or phenomena e.g. ovarian cancer

• Acutely scare resources (e.g.  rare disease)

• If you can provide strong justification. 



Single sex justification

Challenges

Viable experiment

The justification could be appropriate following exploration for that study of logistical, 
ethical, or cost implications relative to the benefit of using both sexes of animals in a 

research proposal.



SIRF:  Sex Inclusive Research Framework

Why? 

• Regulatory bodies assessing whether a 
research proposal is appropriate

• Need transparency in the decision-
making process

• We need educational resource to help 
researchers consider whether sex 
inclusion is a possibility. 

• Frequently, barriers mentioned are 
misconceptions

•  

What?

• Decision tree of 12  questions and 
associated supporting information

• Delivers 1 or more classifications 

• Green: Proposal is appropriate

• Amber: Caution is required (I.e., the 
proposed design/analysis carries 
some risk)

• Red: Justification for single sex study 
is not sufficient

https://openinnovation.astrazeneca.com/preclinical-research/sex-inclusive-research-framework.html
35



Q4: Is the justification a statement that the disease model can 
only be induced in one sex?

Q2:  Can the sex of the  study sample be determined?

Q3: Is the experiment an acceptable exception?

Q5: Is the justification a generic  statement around 
variability?

Q6: Is the justification a misunderstanding around statistical 
power? 

Q8: Is the justification a generic  statement around welfare 
management?

Q7: Is the justification fear/avoiding change? 

Q9: Does the explanation for the model/species provide a 
harm/benefit or cost/benefit justification sufficient to justify 

the use of one sex?

Sex is not a relevant 
factor

Single sex not 

appropriately justified

Q1: Does the experiment set include identifiable male and 
female study samples throughout the research project? 

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Single sex not

 appropriately justified

Single sex study justified

No

Caution: potential

generalisability risk

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Caution: potential 
generalisability/

analysis risk

Q11: Does the analysis plan explore how sex 
impacts  the data?

Caution: potential 
analysis risk

Q12: Will the design have a 
balanced inclusion of both 

sexes?

No

Balanced

 design

Q10: Does the experiment set include groups that will be 
mathematically compared?

Yes

NoYes

Progress

Sex inclusive design

Progress

No

 Single sex study

justified
Yes



Examples          “Caution is required” 

Arises? Example scenario

'In all experiments, male and female 
littermates will be pooled together and 
analyzed as one group"

• Q1 – inclusive? 

• Q10 – Groups compared? 

• Q11 – analysis considers sex? 

Yes

No

Yes

• Unbalanced inclusive designs

• Generalisability/analysis risks

• Inclusive designs that do not consider 
sex in the analysis

• Analysis risks

• Studies for disease which effects both 
sexes but the model can only be 
induced in one

• Generalisability risk

Decision to proceed depends on reflection on the risk37

Caution: potential 
generalisability/

analysis risk

Sex inclusive design



Examples        “Single sex not appropriately justified” 

Arises? Example scenario

We plan to use male mice, as female mice tend 
to have twice the levels of circulating CORT as 
males, and these levels may shift in response to 
stage of the estrus cycle.

Q1 – inclusive? 

Q2 – Can the sex be determined? 

Q3 – acceptable exception? 

Q4 – disease model induction issue?   

Q5 – generic statement around variability 

Yes

No

Yes

No

Misconceptions

• “Females are more variable”

• “Including both sexes will increase 
the variation in my data”

• “Including both sexes will double the 
sample size needed”

Fear/Avoiding change

• “My previous data is all in one sex”

• “Sex hasn’t been shown to date to 
matter”

No

38

Single sex not 

appropriately justified



Examples          “proposal is appropriate outcomes”

Harm &/or Cost  evaluation versus benefit
Th9 transfer experiments will be  done in male mice 
because Foxp3Sf donor Th9 cells are obtained from 
male mice and could not be transferred to female 
recipients due to risk of rejection.

Q1 – inclusive? 

Q2 – can the sex be determined? 

Q3 – acceptable exception? 

Q4 – disease model induction issue?  

Q5:8 – misconceptions/fear of change?

Q9: Cost &/or harm versus benefit?  

Yes

Exception? 

Female mice implanted with patient derived  
ovarian cancer tumours 

Q1 – inclusive? 

Q2 -  Can the sex be determined? 

Q3 – acceptable exception? 

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

39

 Single sex study

justified

 Single sex study

justified



Batch impact on 

reproducibility
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Temporal variation in highly standardised pipelines

Bone Mineral 
Density 

male 
wildtypes

Batch



Analysis had to account for batch variation

• Y =Genotype + Sex + Genotype*Sex + (1|Batch)

Karp et al  2012 PLOS ONE

Assume batch is randomly, 
independent and normal distributed



Different institutes had different workflows

1Batch

2Batch

Control animals
collected in multiple 

batches



Multi-batch

3 3
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Performance of  the test when no difference -  simulated data

False positive rate 
(%)

Workflow
Karp et al 2014 PLOS ONE

Random    Multi-B      One-B       Two-B     Three-B 
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With real data, the FPR depended on workflow

Institute 1        Institute 2          Institute 3  

   

Karp et al 2014 PLOS ONE

R   MB  1B  2B  3B
Workflow

R   MB  1B  2B  3B
Workflow

R   MB  1B  2B  3B
Workflow

FP
R

 (
%

)

FP
R

 (
%

)

FP
R

 (
%

)
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Why?

model assume ∆ all genotype

Environment blip

Model assumes batch is normal distributed and makes global estimates
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Even within a highly standardised 
pipeline environmental 
differences are impacting the 
observed phenotype

The environmental differences 
are not the things we think to 
standardise or capture as meta 
data



Introducing noise
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Planned variation
 Blocking:  standardisation and heterogenisation

• Within a block standardise.

• Vary between blocks.

• Can identify treatment effects 
that are consistent across 
blocks (generalise) and with 
replicate within block explore 
where the effect differs 



• Calculated: coverage probability
 
• How often the ‘true’ effect is 

included within the 95% CI. 

Simulations of  a multi-lab design 

Voelkl et al 2018  PLOS Biology

Stroke
Myocardial infarction
Breast cancer
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N=12 

N=24

N=48

Voelkl et al 2018  PLOS Biology
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What factors have been consider? 

• Time – am/pm

• Operator

• Environmental enrichment

• Genetic

• Sex

• Lab

• cage size

• microbiota

Many unknowns

• Which variable will matter when?

• How much variation do we need to 
introduce?

How can we practically introduce variation? 



Case study 1: Syngeneic studies

vehicle

treatment

Monitor 
tumor 
volume

N=16

N=16



Batch as a block strategy

Batch 
1

Batch
2

Batch
 3 

Vehicle Treatment

Vehicle Treatment

Vehicle Treatment

Rate of growth 
Summary measure

 
 

Integrated data 
analysis

Estimate efficacy 
across three studies



Example multi-batch output

Compound Estimate SE P value

DrugA 0.0640 0.0102 3.69e-10

DrugB 0.0260 0.0067 9.83e-5

DrugAandB 0.0635 0.0069 3.35e-20

Days

Tu
m

o
u

r 
vo

lu
m

e 
(m

m
3 )

G
ro

w
th

 r
at

e

Treatment

Vehicle
Drug A
DrugB
DrugA&B

Karp et al. A multi-batch design to deliver robust estimates of efficacy and reduce animal use – a syngeneic tumour 
case study. Sci Rep 10, 6178 (2020).



Case 2:  Multi-model cancer studies  
ATM high

ATM low



Meta-analysis of  the growth rate 

ATM low

ATM high

All models



Conclusions

• Traditionally,  there has been a call to standardise and study within a narrow window of testing space.   

• We then extrapolate the findings.  

• This approach is questionable because of phenotypic plasticity and significant sex differences

• Improving translation and reproducibility requires us to embrace variation.  

• Sex is binary and is an easy first step to improve generalisability. 

• Scientists believe sex matters but frequently do not perceive it is doable.  However, many of the barriers 
are misconceptions and fear of change. 

• Even in a highly standardised environment there is unpredicted variation across all biological screens. 
Even within your own lab you can struggle to reproduce effects. 

• Block designs are the solution and embracing multiple batches will give confidence in reproducibility for 
your condition
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